Abstract In order to study parasitic oscillation that may occur in a realistic beam duct upstream to the gyrotron cavity, the self-consistent linear and spectral code TWANGlinspec has been modified. The large inhomogeneities in the smooth-wall beam duct geometry or in the magnetic field profile required the implementation of a numerical approach using a hybrid finite element method. The new model permits to characterize a large number of potentially spurious TE modes. Compared to previous studies on gyrotron beam duct instabilities, an extended interaction space including also the gyrotron cavity has been considered. The role of the connecting part between the beam duct and the cavity, called spacer, is highlighted and it is shown that the gyro backward-wave TE modes excited in this region generally have their minimum starting current. The sensitivity of the minimum starting current on electron beam velocity spread is also evaluated.
Introduction
Parasitic oscillations are one of the main point hindering high power gyrotrons operation for fusion applications. These oscillations have been observed in high power gyrotrons and their generation is commonly attributed to a beam-wave interaction in the gyrotron beam-duct situated upstream to the cavity. The instability responsible for the excitation of the beam-duct parasitic oscillations is generally a gyro-backward wave. If excited, it introduces significant electron beam velocity and energy spreads inducing a significant degradation of the gyrotron interaction efficiency.
A notable effort has been devoted to the theoretical and experimental study of these oscillations. Based on these studies [1, 2, 3, 4] , essentially three different strategies for suppressing spurious instabilities in gyrotron beam ducts have been studied and implemented. The first one is to use a smooth-wall dielectric loaded beam duct, made from SiC [2] . The second is the use of a metallic beam duct with a random surface [1, 5] . The third one is the stacked ring beam duct, composed by rings of copper and dielectric material, like BeOSiC [4, 6] . In [4] , indented copper rings are introduced in order to reduce the parasitic oscillations of beam ducts with smooth-wall copper rings. Despite this effort, gyrotrons with stacked rings beam-tunnel have often experienced parasitic oscillations.
Theoretically, various models exist. A distinction can be made between the models treating the beam-wave interaction self-consistently or not. Among the non-self consistent models, some are assuming a fixed field profile [1] . They compute the electric field profile for a given geometry and evaluate afterwards its effect on the interaction [7] . When dielectric loadings are used, usually their effect is based on non-self-consistent models [8] . For stacked rings beam ducts, the extremely complicated electromagnetic system does not allow a self consistent model so far [7, 9] . Another approach to approximate a dielectric loading is to use a metallic boundary condition with a very low conductivity [10, 11, 12] . The less restrictive approach is a self-consistent approach considering the correct boundary condition in the presence of the dielectric coating [13] .
The need of a self-consistent code for parasitic oscillations is generally accepted, as the backward wave nature involves strong self-consistent effects. This paper presents a self-consistent linear model developed to simulate parasitic oscillation in smooth-wall metallic or dielectric loaded beam ducts. The model is applied to simulate an extended region including a smooth-wall approximation of a beam duct, the spacer (connecting part between the spacer and the cavity) and the cavity. The geometry is based on the dual frequency gyrotron at the Swiss Plasma Center (SPC) [14, 15] . The exact geometry is considered for the spacer and cavity regions while a smooth-wall envelope approximation is considered for the stacked ring beam duct. The need of considering the extended region is presented. In order to account for the large inhomogeneities in the beam duct region, a new numerical method based on a hybrid finite element scheme is implemented. This model is presented in section II. In Section III, some systematic parametric studies examples are shown. In Section IV, a realistic beam duct situation is treated first linearly and then with a nonlinear model also including velocity spread effects. Finally in V, a distributed losses study is presented. Section V concludes the paper.
Model
The models used to study the parasitic oscillations in smooth-wall metallic beam ducts are derived from the monomode nonlinear, self-consistent TWANG model [16] , based on the common slow time scale formulation. Two complementary self-consistent codes are used, TWANGlinspec [17] and TWANG-PIC [23] . The first one is a linear and spectral model [17] . The linearization has been done considering a moment-approach [18] , allowing to reduce the system of N+1 equations, N equations for the N electrons and one wave equation, to a system of three Partial Differential Equations for three moments. In the linear model, the only additional assumption made is to consider the perturbed parallel electron momentum to be constant in time, which implies that the self-consistent magnetic field is neglected. It is important to stress that the momentum approach used in this paper does not allow to treat effects associated to electron beam velocity and or energy spread. The details of the derivation as well as the numerical discretization can be found in [17, 18] . In [17] , the model has been validated by comparing its results with experimental measurements involving high and low power gyrotrons. The aim of this paper is to extend the model to the beam duct region. Originally, the model is already well suited for this purpose as it takes into account all the spatial inhomogeneities, such as the cavity wall tapering, the magnetic field profile or the wall losses. Indeed, unlike for the cavity case, these inhomogeneities are much larger for the beam duct, leading to longitudinal dependency for most of the physical parameters. In figure 1 is shown a longitudinal cross section of an "extended" geometry including the cavity, the usual interaction zone, the spacer and the beam duct. Nevertheless, as will be explained later, for taking into account the large inhomogeneities compared to [17] , a new numerical scheme based on hybrid finite elements has been implemented.
The equations in their linear and spectral formulation are recalled here [17] :
The two first ordinary differential equations (1a) and (1b) describe the electron motion while (1c) is the wave equation.
are moments of the linearized perturbation of the electron perpendicular momenta P 1 and ψ 0 is the slow time scale electron phase at equilibrium.
is the normalized rf-field envelope. β z is the electron longitudinal velocity. The two variables are the normalized axial positionẑ = ω0 c z, with ω 0 a reference frequency and c the speed of light, and Ω a complex term representing the frequency mismatch with respect to the reference frequency ω 0 : Fig. 1 Example of geometry considered. The usual interaction zone considered is the cavity, the constant radius part highlighted in blue, and its uptaper and downtaper. In this work, this zone is extended to the beam duct and spacer region.
Consistently with the wave envelope approximation, | Re(Ω)/ω 0 | 1 is assumed. The other quantities are :
All these variables are equilibrium quantities. In this model, the Ohmic dissipation due to a metallic boundary condition is taken into account via a surface impedance boundary term correcting the parallel wave number κ 0 , with
In these expressions k 0 , k and k ⊥ = ν mp /R w are respectively the wave number and its parallel and perpendicular components. m and p are the azimuthal and radial mode numbers for a transverse mode TE m,p . ν mp is the p th root of the derivative of the bessel function J m and R w is the wall radius.
is the skin depth, with µ 0 the vacuum permeability and σ the wall conductivity. Other quantities are: Ω c the cyclotron angular frequency, s the cyclotron resonance harmonic number, p ⊥0 and p z0 the perpendicular and longitudinal electron momenta and R g the guiding center radius. γ 0 is the electron relativistic factor, e its charge, and m e its rest mass. Z 0 is the vacuum impedance and I b the electron beam current. The term δ = The boundary conditions imposed for the two moments π 1 and π 2 are homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions while radiation boundary conditions are imposed for the field F :
withẑ in ,ẑ out defining the left and right extremities of the considered interaction space. Based on a finite difference discretization, this set of equation is solved as a generalized eigenvalue problem AX = ΩBX, with X the eigenvector composed by the two moments π 1 , π 2 and the field F and Ω the complex eigenfrequency. The eigenvalue problem is solved using the iterative method available from the ARPACK [19] library. Ideally, for one specific operating point, only one execution of this method would be sufficient to obtain all the eigenvalues Ω of interest related to the different longitudinal TE m,p,q modes, with q the longitudinal mode number. This is the case in the usual cavity simulations for the TE modes excited close to their cutoff frequency, corresponding to low values of q [17] . As will be shown later, the parasitic oscillation that can be excited in the beam duct or spacer region are Doppler shifted TE m,p,q modes characterized by large values of q. As the method precision is decreasing for larger value of Ω (assumption | Re(Ω)/ω 0 | 1 breaks down) [17] , the reference frequency ω 0 has to be adapted in order to keep Ω close to zero. This, together with the fact that the longitudinal mode to be excited is unknown, lead to the necessity of scanning a large number of reference frequencies ω 0 .
The first tests involving a conical interaction region (the part labeled "Beam duct" in figure 1 ) with radiation boundary conditions at both extremities revealed a limitation in our numerical model. The finite difference scheme used was insufficient to simulate this interaction region with a sufficient accuracy. This led us to reformulate the model with a finite element method (FEM). The numerical approach adopted is in fact based on hybrid FEMs [20] . Due to the two different type of problems in equations (1), including two initial value problems (IVP) for (1a) and (1b) and one boundary value problem (BVP) for (1c), a hybrid FEM scheme has to be used. Indeed, using a finite element method formulation based on test functions of the same order as the basis functions for the IVPs leads to numerical instabilities. Using test functions one order lower that the basis functions for Egs. (1a) and (1b), allows to solve this issue. For (1c), a conventional FEM formulation is used. A convergence study is reported in figure 2 for a conical interaction region comparable to a gyrotron smooth-wall beam duct. The three curves are the real part of the frequency ω r f of a given TE m,p,q mode in a cylindrical geometry calculated with three different discretization methods. The benefit of using a finite element method of second order is evident. Fig. 2 Frequency of a given TEm,p,q eigenmode calculated with the code TWANGlinspec for different step size for the discretization and for different numerical scheme. The situation treated is a conical structure equivalent to a gyrotron smooth-wall beam duct.
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In the spurious instability studies, the most important parameter is their selfexcitation condition, expressed as a minimum starting current. If the minimum starting current exceeds the operational gyrotron beam current, the mode would not be excited. The spectral approach is convenient for the computation of starting current. Indeed, as the field is expressed as e iω r f t , the imaginary part of ω r f is the wave growth rate. The starting current is the current for which the growth rate is zero. The calculation of the starting current is therefore reduced to a zero-search of Im(Ω).
Even though the spectral approach is numerically significantly more efficient than a time evolution approach [17] , the overmoded structure of the beam duct, together with the fact that modes could be excited with an important Doppler shift, requires a significant optimization effort. The first measure was to improve the method used for carrying out the zero-search of Im(Ω) for the spurious TE modes (many hundreds) by combining a fast adaptive trial and error method giving a coarse first guess for the subsequently applied second method based on either a Newton [21] or Illinois algorithm [22] , the combination of both algorithms in case one fails, for instance due to a bad seed, permits to have a reliable outcome. The second measure was to parallelize the code using Message Passing Interface (MPI) for communication between processes. The different parametric scan studies and transverse mode scans that are presented in the next chapter required this parallelization.
The choice of the transverse TE m,p mode to consider in the simulations is also more intricate in the beam duct simulations than for the normal cavity simulations. This is related to the fact that the choice criteria, the cutoff frequency and the coupling factor, are strongly varying along the interaction region, due to the variation of the beam and wall radii. For these reasons, an extensive scan on all the possible transverse modes is necessary. This scan is in addition to the scan in reference frequency ω 0 discussed previously.
The second model used in these studies, TWANG-PIC [23] , is a monomode nonlinear particle-in-cell model, based on the common gyro-averaged approach. Contrary to the linear model presented above, the non-linear model includes the electron beam velocity and energy spreads. The code TWANG-PIC has been validated and it has been shown that it is well suited to treat non-stationary regimes [23, 24] .
Systematic studies
The strategy considered for the smooth-wall metallic beam duct studies was to start with a simple symmetric situation of a cylindrical constant radius cavity with a downtaper on the gun side and an uptaper on the cavity side as well as an uniform magnetic field. This situation is represented in figure 3 (continuous lines). From this reference, the geometry and the magnetic field profile were progressively adjusted to simulate a real smooth-wall beam duct, represented in dashed lines in figure 3. For each situation the starting current curves for different transverse mode were calculated. To illustrate the difficulty related to the transverse mode choice, the starting current for four different transverse modes is shown in figure 4 for the reference situation shown with continuous lines in figure 3 for different values of the magnetic field. The continuous line enlightens the minimum starting current for each magnetic field value, thus showing which transverse mode would be excited first. For clarity here, only a reduced selection of transverse modes is shown. The most recent studies involved more than 1400 transverse modes, justifying the choice of MPI code parallelization.
The next step in our study consists in a parametric study, varying the geometry and the magnetic field profile towards a smooth-wall realistic beam duct geometry. As an illustration, the angle θ 1 of the beam duct downtaper is changed from the reference situation θ 1 = 0
• to a more realistic situation θ 1 = 5.1
• or θ 1 = 8.5
• , as can be seen in figure 5 . Our model neglects the mode conversion, which could be important for a steep wall tapering with larger angle θ 1 . As will be shown in section IV, even considering these large angles, the mode conversion is moderate. The starting current calculated for the four angles θ 1 shown in figure  5 are shown for the mode TE 25,3 for a range of magnetic field between 4.6 T and 4.9 T in figure 6. For this mode, the starting current increases from few mA for the reference geometry up to 40 A for the more realistic geometry. Increasing the spacer (see figure 1 ) angle θ 2 (as shown in figure 5 ) leads to a similar increase in the starting current. In this case, this would mean that this specific transverse mode (TE 25,3 ) is not excited in a typical gyrotron with a nominal beam current around 40 A.
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An extensive study was performed as well as for the magnetic field profile. It was shown that the magnetic field profile has less influence on the starting current. On the contrary, for the more realistic geometry situation, a longitudinal translation of the magnetic field profile has a much stronger effect. This could be explained as in the realistic geometry situation, as will be shown later, the interaction is localized in a small region around the minimum radius R min (see figure 1) , thus changing the value of the magnetic field profile could have a strong effect on the interaction. 
4. ig. 6 Starting current of the transverse mode TE 25,3 for the four different geometries shown in figure 5 and for a range of external magnetic field values.
Realistic smooth-wall metallic beam duct

Linear simulations
The systematic studies led to the more realistic situation shown in the figure 7 d). For this case, and considering an electron beam with no velocity spread, the starting current for some transverse modes is still lower than the operating beam current of the gyrotron, meaning that they could be excited. This is the case for example for the mode TE 17,4 whose electric field amplitude and phase are represented along the interaction structure in figure 7 a) and b). For this mode the variation of the rf-field phase, with a negative slope in the left conical section, indicates a backward wave. This is the case for all the potentially unstable modes that were found. As an illustration, the cold cavity (i.e. without electron beam) profile is shown with the green line. This profile is completely different from the self-consistent profile, as usually expected for a backward-wave interaction. As mentioned before, the interaction is very localized in the spacer region, defined in figure 1 . This can be seen in figure 7 c) , where the absolute value of the source term in the wave equation (1c) (−i C 3 C 0 π 1 ) is shown.
The next step is to study a "real" smooth-wall situation. For this the geometry of the dual frequency gyrotron [14] planned on the Tokamakà Configuration Variable (TCV) [15] is chosen. The beam duct implemented in this gyrotron consists of stacked copper and dielectric rings. The very complex non-asymmetric geometry, including strong discontinuities in the wall radius between the rings cannot be simulated with our models. For this reason, a smooth-wall approximation following the wall radius envelope is considered for the beam duct part, while the exact geometry is considered for the spacer, the cavity and its uptaper. The mode conversion due to the wall radius tapering has been evaluated using a scattering matrix model [25] , for the geometry shown in figure 1 . With the spurious TE 23,7 mode excited in the spacer (θ = 8.5
• ), the mode conversion in other TE 23,n modes is of the order of 15%.
Choosing the high frequency operating point (cavity mode TE 26,7 at 126 GHz), whose parameters are reported in table 1 and scanning over more than 1400 transverse TE modes, 328 transverse TE modes are found to have a starting current below 40A, the nominal operating beam current. 91% of these modes are backward waves and around 70% have their electric field maximum situated in the spacer region as indicated in figure 8 . The starting currents and frequencies of these 328 modes are shown in figures 9 and 10. The modes excited in the spacer region are selected and shown in figure 9. All these modes are gyro-backward modes. Most of the modes below 100 GHz have a frequency higher than their cutoff frequency at the minimum radius R min . They are thus able to propagate through the beam duct while the others are reflected back to the spacer/cavity region. The modes excited after the spacer, in the cavity region, are shown in figure 10 . Both forward and backward propagating mode can be found. The mode indicated with the red circle is the gyrotron operating mode TE 26,7 at 126 GHz.
As an illustration, the electric field amplitude and phase for two transverse modes excited in the spacer, the TE 16,4 (at 100.7 GHz) and TE 19, 4 (at 102.7 GHz) are shown in figure 11 for a beam current slightly exceeding their starting current and for the parameters reported in the table 1 (I start (TE 16,4 ) = 7.5 A, I start (TE 20,4 ) = 22.4 A). Both modes have their electric field peaked in the spacer region and exhibit an oscillation with a large longitudinal wave number in the spacer/cavity region. These are backward waves but only the TE 16,4 is propagating in the beam duct. This is due to the fact that its frequency is higher than the cutoff frequency at the minimum radius (f r f = 100.7 GHz > f co (r min ) = 100.3 GHz). On the contrary, the frequency of the mode TE 20,4 is lower than the cutoff frequency (f r f = 102.7 GHz < f co (r min ) = 111.8 GHz) and is thus reflected back towards the cavity. Within the assumption of this model (no velocity spread), even though these modes are excited in the spacer region, they are still interacting with the beam in the cavity region.
Qualitatively consistent with this observation, experimentally, damages on the last rings close to the spacer have been observed [4] . They are indications that parasitic instabilities, if excited, have the maximum rf-field in this region. f rf < f co (r min ) Fig. 9 Starting current and frequency of the modes excited in the spacer region. All these modes are gyro-backward modes. Almost all the modes below 100 GHz (indicated in red) have a frequency higher than the mode cutoff frequency at the minimum radius, meaning that they propagate towards the beam duct direction. The other are reflected towards the gyrotron cavity direction.
Nonlinear simulations
To evaluate the rf-power of these parasitic oscillations and their dependence on the electron beam velocity and energy spread, the monomode nonlinear code TWANGPIC was used on a selection of parasitic modes. The simulations predict that the rf-power generated by these parasitic modes is often exceeding 50 kW. Such rf-power level from parasitic oscillations was never observed experimentally. Compared to a typical gyrotron mode excited in the cavity of a gyrotron, the parasitic mode excited in the spacer region as shown in figure 11 have an important parallel wave-vector component k . This can be directly deduced from the fast longitudinal oscillation of their electric field in the spacer plus cavity region. Recalling that the resonant frequency of the wave is given by with Ω c the cyclotron frequency, γ the Lorentz factor and v the electron parallel velocity. Because of the non-negligible parallel wave-vector, the Doppler shift term could have some importance. It suggests that these modes are more sensitive to an electron velocity spread than a normal cavity mode for which k is very small. This was verified by using the nonlinear code TWANGPIC to simulate the parasitic mode TE 16,4 and the operating mode TE 26,7 for the same interaction region as in figure 11 c), for nominal electron beam parameters (I b = 40 A, α = v ⊥ /v = 1.3 in the cavity) and for different values of the electron pitch angle spread (no energy spread) at the entry of the interaction region (z in = 0). The rf-power generated for four different spreads in the pitch angle α is shown in figure 12 . As expected, due to the large upshift for the parasitic mode, the rf power is much more affected by the velocity spread than the operating mode. For a relative rms spread of 3.8% (a typical pitch angle spread in electron gun designs) the parasitic mode is no more excited while the operating mode power is reduced by only 3%. This strong dependency on velocity spread was also observed with the nonlinear and multimode code EURIDICE [26] . A multimode model permits also to potentially fully solve the problem including the whole interaction and considering both the parasitic mode excited in the spacer and the cavity modes in a single simulation. The simulations with EURIDICE showed that the mode competition plays an important role and that only one of the parasitic mode is excited along with the operating mode. This surviving mode is part of the most unstable (lowest starting current) modes calculated with TWANGlinspec. However, some questions still need to be investigated, such as the choice of transverse modes to include in the multimode simulations, which have an impact on the simulation results.
The much larger velocity spread dependency of the parasitic, compared to the cavity modes indicates that the linear model, TWANGlinspec, neglecting this spread is underestimating the minimum starting current compared to the case in which the velocity spread would be taken into account. Based on this consideration, if for some beam duct geometry and properties, using TWANGlinspec, the minimum starting current of all possible TE modes would be above the nominal operating current, than this would be even more valid when velocity spread would be included. gyrotron operating mode, TE 26, 7 parasitic mode, TE 16, 4 Fig . 12 Rf-power of the nominal TE 26, 7 and the parasitic TE 16, 4 modes calculated with the monomode nonlinear code TWANGPIC for different pitch factor spread. The interaction region used is the extended beam duct/spacer/cavity region.
Distributed losses
Still considering a smooth-wall beam duct, the objective is to study the dependency of the minimum starting current on the wall conductivity, and also to identify in which part of the beam duct plus spacer region the parasitic mode excitation takes place. This was considered for example in [10, 12] , but in particular for [12] the spacer region was neglected. TWANGlinspec has been validated by reproducing the results presented in [12] with a good qualitative agreement. Concentrating on a parasitic mode excited in the spacer, the effect of the distribution of the ohmic losses is studied. Two different wall resistivity distributions are represented in figure 13 . The transition between two different resistivity regions is made smoothly to minimize reflections. The two profiles ρ 1 and ρ 2 in figure 13 are the two cases where the lossy part is either in the beam-duct part for ρ 1 and in the spacer part for ρ 2 . The starting currents calculated for the transverse mode TE 16, 4 for different values of the resistivity and for these two different profiles are shown in figure 14 . For the first profile, there is only a small starting current variation by increasing the resistivity in the beam duct part. On the contrary, the variation is significantly more important if the resistive part is in the spacer region. As the nominal operating beam current is 40 A, one could see that with the wall resisitivies considered in figure 14 and with no velocity spread, the TE 16, 4 mode is still expected to be excited as the largest starting current is around 21 A. However, for this resistivity value, the good conductor assumption made in the derivation of the surface impedance model is violated (
To study the effect of a lossy dielectric smooth-wall beam duct of finite thickness [2] requires to solve the dispersion relation for HE mn and EH mn modes [13] . This is being implemented in TWANGlinspec and will be part of a future publication. 16, 4 by varying the wall resistivity and for the two different resistivity distributions shown in figure 13 . The resistivity of pure copper is 1.7 · 10 −8 Ωm.
Conclusion
The recently developed self-consistent linear and spectral code TWANGlinspec has been adapted to treat oscillations that could occur in the extended region upstream to the cavity. The strong spatial inhomogeneities in the wall radius and magnetic field profile compared to the cavity region required a new formulation using a hybrid finite element method scheme. The code has been parallelized using MPI, allowing to efficiently treat parameter scans for a large number of TE modes. The strategy used to study the beam duct instabilities was to start from a simple reference situation and varying progressively the geometry and the magnetic field profile to approach a realistic situation. This shows that the tapering angles of the beam duct and the spacer are found to be the pivotal parameters impacting strongly the starting current of the parasitic modes. Due to the localized interaction region of the parasitic modes, a translation of the magnetic field profile along the longitudinal direction has also a strong influence on the self-excitation of any given modes. However, considering the large number of potentially unstable modes, when the minimum starting current of a specific mode increased, the minimum starting current of a different mode is reduced.
For a realistic situation an important difficulty arises with the choice of the transverse modes to consider. In the well known cavity interaction where the wall radius and the magnetic field profile vary slowly, the mode to consider are conveniently chosen with respect to their frequency and their geometrical coupling factor. In the beam duct region involving strong spatial inhomogeneities, the same selection criteria cannot be used and an extensive scan over all possible transverse modes has to be considered. These scans show that the spacer region, situated between the beam duct and the cavity plays an important role in the excitation of Doppler shifted gyro-backward wave modes. These instabilities are peaked in the spacer region but continue to interact with the electron beam throughout the cavity.
Non-linear simulations including a realistic electron beam with spread indicate that these parasitic oscillations, unlike the gyrotron operating mode, depend strongly on the velocity spread of the electron beam. This could explain why such parasitic oscillations with a rf-power exceeding 50 kW were never observed experimentally.
This leads us to the conclusion that the model TWANGlinspec, neglecting the velocity spread, is underestimating the minimum starting current. Based on that, a situation where TWANGlinspec would not predict the excitation of any modes could be considered as a safe, free of instabilities situation in a realistic case with a non ideal electron beam.
A solution to damp these oscillations is to add a dielectric coating in the end of the beam duct and in the spacer region. This has been approximated via a surface impedance boundary condition, as it is commonly done to evaluate ohmic losses in the walls of gyrotron of amplifiers [11, 12] . As expected from the interaction localized in the spacer, an ohmic losses distribution study shows that it is more effective to put the lossy material in the spacer region. However, the good conductor assumption made by the model is approaching its limit for wall conductivity capable of stabilizing the instabilities. A self-consistent simulation including a lossy dielectric coating of finite thickness requires an adaptation of the model and will be part of a future publication.
